Small-angle neutron scattering of dilute polystyrene chains at the protein limit of a colloid-polymer mixture.
The present work investigates the structure of large polystyrene (PS) chains in solutions of small poly(ethyl methacrylate) (PEMA) microgel particles in toluene. Toluene is a good solvent for the PS chains. The PEMA colloids have an outer radius of R=11 nm which is much smaller in size than the radius of gyration Rg=58 nm of the PS chains. The system is considered to represent the protein limit of polymer-colloid mixtures. Structural investigation is performed by small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) using an appropriate contrast matching. This could be achieved by dissolving fully deuterated PS chains (D8-PS) in solutions of hydrogenated PEMA colloids in hydrogenated toluene (H-toluene). It is first demonstrated that PEMA colloids are satisfactorily contrast matched for SANS in H-toluene if the PEMA concentration does not exceed 200 g/l. Based on these findings, D8-PS is investigated by SANS in pure H-toluene and three different PEMA concentrations in H-toluene. The results indicate a drastic shrinking of D8-PS chain dimensions with increasing PEMA content. Comparison with model curves of star-branched Gaussian chains and Gaussian rings suggest a striking similarity of the respective density-density correlation of those models with the shrunken D8-PS chains. Along with this, a shrinking as large as 0.5 was estimated when the PEMA content reached 200 g/l.